Efficiently leading projects to success

Decision-makers need to maintain an overview in increasingly complex situations. KPMG Spectrum TrAction helps you to implement projects efficiently and with planned impact on your business.

Your challenge
Do you recognize these challenges?
— Do you want to reduce costs, optimize your company or implement a growth strategy? Do you have defined goals, but need to determine the “who, when and how”?
— Do you plan on integrating a company or carving out a business unit?
— Do you want to coordinate the responsibilities of the many people involved? Perhaps in various locations or in several countries? Across various companies?
— Do you want to coordinate all work streams centrally? As well as manage the involvement of external partners via a single platform?
— Should the responsibilities and roles of all those involved be clearly defined as well as their individual contributions measurable and transparent?
— Do you want to be able to review the progress and the impact of each single milestone of your project from anywhere at any time?
— Does preparing status reports on project progress currently take a considerable amount of time?

Our service
In order to handle these challenges, KPMG Spectrum has developed a web-based tool called KPMG Spectrum TrAction. This tool combines some of the leading edge IT technology with our tried-and-tested methodology for helping clients to implement and manage change projects which has been used for many years.

A key success factor, next to taking consequent action, is the complete transparency TrAction provides on the progress and result of projects over time, as well as on the activities of the individuals responsible.
KPMG Spectrum TrAction combines static and dynamic elements as well as automated and interactive functionalities. You obtain a control center for the successful coordination of your projects.

**KPMG Spectrum TrAction — main functionalities**

- Operationalization of implementation in a clearly structured manner for the many levels of project organization.
- Management of the information flow between all individuals involved using TrAction’s methodology for roles and access rights.
- Multilingual and multi-currency user interface.
- Core functionalities include the tracking and performance measurement of activities:
  - overview of activities and milestones required for the implementation of projects with the precise allocation of responsibilities at all project levels
  - comparison of planned/actual financial effects and non-financial KPIs as your early indicators, aggregated throughout all project levels
  - transparency on the implementation status (defined as multidimensional “degrees of implementation”)
  - Individual (ad-hoc) reporting at the touch of a button:
    - broad-ranging, individualized and automated Microsoft® PowerPoint® and Microsoft® Excel® reports available at any time at all project levels — also in your corporate design
  - full-data export for further analysis
  - Microsoft® Excel® import/export functions
  - Project documentation — across companies and providers:
    - management of reporting cycles including automated archiving function for last status reports
    - hyperlinks to Microsoft® SharePoint®
    - files upload
    - provision of guidelines, templates or general information to specific user groups.

The software is offered as a cloud service and is hosted, maintained and developed directly by KPMG Spectrum. Within just 1 week of concluding the contract, you can usually start with project work in the tool. During a workshop, KPMG professionals gladly advise you on how to get the most benefit out of the tool for your use case.

Besides technical training, KPMG professionals would also be happy to offer advice regarding your project management office or advising you on a new concept for your change project.
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